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However, a database-as-a-service (DBaaS) solution can provide the answer to handling modern data infrastructure ... you are synchronising between these eight entities. That is a lot of management. If ...

Databases need to shape up – and DBaaS can help
The Definitive Guide, features a quote from Ray Kurzweil, the noted inventor and futurist:

“An invention has to make sense in the world in which it is finished, not the world in which it is started.” ...

How the world caught up with Apache Cassandra
It is a new concept made possible by new database technologies, projects, and companies pushing the envelope to solve our modern data management ... franca for this) to answer the questions ...

The data lakehouse: A database wishlist and a rant
Analytics India Magazine caught up with Gaurav Dhall, the Vice President - APJ & Middle East, Managing Director - India at SingleStore to understand how SingleStore is helping organisations scale up ...

SingleStore Democratises Storage & Helps Organisations Monetise Their Data Assets Efficiently: Gaurav Dhall, India MD
Recently, he built an electronic medical record and hospital management system called Indigo ... and Indigo is the answer. Excerpts: Can we have your view on Nigeria’s public health system ...

I see health tech providers building Nigeria’s central database —Kunle-Hassan
Underpinned by the new "Phoenix" search algorithm update, the release introduces features like dynamic reranking for search results, revamped test search and experience training, and a reimagining of ...

Yext Enhances its AI Search Platform with Phoenix Algorithm Update, Test Search Tools, Data Connectors, and New Apps Framework
Note: This article was first published in the July 2021 issue of the monthly newsletter Security Networking, and appears here with the permission of the publisher.

Winding back the clock 21 ...

Now’s the Time to Rethink Active Directory Security
Q2 2021 Earnings CallAug 04, 2021, 5:00 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: Jeremy Johnson I'd like to welcome everyone to the Ceridian ...

Ceridian HCM Holding Inc. (CDAY) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Could a single platform approach address this modern data challenge? The answer is yes, according to Dimitiri Sirota, who co-founded BigID back in 2016 and is the company’s CEO. While there are bigger ...

What’s the Big IDea? A Single Platform for Privacy, Security, and Governance
That wider term encompasses the information infrastructure that modern businesses use to ... It is the standard language for relational database management systems. A database is not the same ...

Data Warehousing
Q2 2021 Earnings CallAug 04, 2021, 9:30 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: Doug Constantine Good morning and thank you for joining us today ...

Progressive (PGR) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
In the meantime, enterprises are looking at how to transition away from monolithic apps, not knowing that microservices may not – after all – be the answer to all their problems. A lot of ...

Multigrain services: Micro vs. mini vs. macro
They recognize the need for a central database where everything is ... In an industry that’s obsessed with risk management, does not using a modern RMS introduce unnecessary risk into the ...

Increased Complexity is Imminent Across the Investment Landscape. Is Your Tech Up to the Challenge?
Fuse, the vendor behind the learning platform that lights up learning in organisations, has created a new Knowledge Intelligence Engine. It has combined ...

Knowledge in the flow – Lighting the Fuse
Organizations are looking for a reliable and faster storage performance to support their growing database. Hyper-converged infrastructure is the answer that provides a path to a secure and modern ...

Hyper-Converged Infrastructure to lead the way for next gen application modernization
In May 2021, Europe’s medical device regulation (EU MDR) will go into effect, replacing the existing medical device directive (MDD) that is currently in place. The impact of this regulatory change in ...

Traceability Requirements in EU MDR
Creating the issue and knowing the impact is a fairly important question that we need to answer ... modern approaches to AIOps (Artificial Intelligence powered systems operations management ...

Cloud Observability In The Multi-Dimensional Data Fabric
This book discusses the radical transformation of eastern Congo's political order in the context of apparent armed destruction and state weakness. Looking beyond the dominant paradigms, the author ...

Violent Capitalism and Hybrid Identity in the Eastern Congo
Kansas Secretary of State Scott Schwab answers questions ... nothing of software management. “There’s nothing in KORA that requires an agency to continue to maintain a database function ...
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